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What do you do if your lover turns out to be an enemy spy? This WWII love story celebrates the resilience of
people and the power of love. It revolves around a conspiracy by the DeBeers diamond company that not
only manipulated wartime decisions, but still impacts almost every modern-day marriage. British pilot Emily
Rhodes, burning for revenge over the loss of her brother on the bloody shores of Dunkirk, enlists to shuttle
aircraft in-country. The family estate in Africa of her lover, built upon gold and diamond mining, is
assimilated by the diamond cartel. As war breaks out, Michael Hawthorne finds himself trapped in Britain,
determined to break the company that swallowed his future in a single bite. Hank Wells is in charge of the
new U.S. DeBeers ad campaign at his New York agency when Pearl Harbor upends his country and life. His
knowledge of the world of diamonds launches him into Emily’s life, and onto the global stage as a spy for
the O.S.S. Emily’s wartime duties become unexpectedly dangerous and exciting as she’s drawn into the
intrigue of espionage. Encountering these characters in their complicated dance that spans the globe is no
less than the creator of James Bond himself, Ian Fleming.
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From reader reviews:

Melvin Paul:

Why don't make it to become your habit? Right now, try to prepare your time to do the important take action,
like looking for your favorite book and reading a guide. Beside you can solve your trouble; you can add your
knowledge by the guide entitled The Diamond War. Try to stumble through book The Diamond War as your
buddy. It means that it can being your friend when you truly feel alone and beside that course make you
smarter than previously. Yeah, it is very fortuned for you personally. The book makes you a lot more
confidence because you can know almost everything by the book. So , we need to make new experience and
also knowledge with this book.

David Nester:

Book is to be different for every grade. Book for children until adult are different content. As we know that
book is very important normally. The book The Diamond War seemed to be making you to know about other
understanding and of course you can take more information. It is very advantages for you. The publication
The Diamond War is not only giving you considerably more new information but also to get your friend
when you truly feel bored. You can spend your own spend time to read your e-book. Try to make
relationship while using book The Diamond War. You never truly feel lose out for everything in case you
read some books.

Gregory Sims:

Do you among people who can't read pleasant if the sentence chained from the straightway, hold on guys
that aren't like that. This The Diamond War book is readable by simply you who hate the straight word style.
You will find the facts here are arrange for enjoyable studying experience without leaving even decrease the
knowledge that want to offer to you. The writer associated with The Diamond War content conveys objective
easily to understand by lots of people. The printed and e-book are not different in the content but it just
different such as it. So , do you nonetheless thinking The Diamond War is not loveable to be your top listing
reading book?

Patricia Rivera:

What is your hobby? Have you heard this question when you got college students? We believe that that
concern was given by teacher on their students. Many kinds of hobby, Everybody has different hobby.
Therefore you know that little person such as reading or as studying become their hobby. You should know
that reading is very important in addition to book as to be the issue. Book is important thing to include you
knowledge, except your own personal teacher or lecturer. You discover good news or update regarding
something by book. Numerous books that can you go onto be your object. One of them is this The Diamond
War.
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